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Turning the Great Recession into 
a Learning Experience

Here are five solid lessons taken from the Great Recession 
that all E&C firms can be using right now to navigate the 

complexities of the current marketplace.

By Sabine Hoover

It’s been nearly a decade since organizations 

needed to give serious thought to how they 

would ride out a recession and come out stron-

ger and more resilient. With little notice, other 

than the obvious signal that we were long over-

due for a different economic cycle, the global 

pandemic put nearly all engineering and con-

struction (E&C) companies squarely back into 

survival mindset. As states shut down, job sites 

were shuttered, and millions of employees were 

laid off, E&C firms suddenly found themselves 

in a position that most weren’t even envisioning 

just four to six months ago.

“Within a matter of days, contractors found 

themselves scrambling to figure out how to per-

form work while complying with social distanc-

ing and other new safety measures or wondering 

if they could work at all under state and local 

shelter-in-place restrictions,” ENR reports.1  

1 Strategic Lessons for an Uncertain Post-Pandemic Future. Jim 
Parsons. ENR. April 27/May 4, 2020. 

“Compounding the day-to-day challenges has 

been uncertainty about what the post-pandem-

ic economy will hold, and what strategic adjust-

ments may be needed to survive.”

The good news is that for any company that’s 

10-plus years old, this is not its first rodeo. These 

firms endured one or more recessions and down-

turns and, by rights, should have the tools they 

need to survive yet another one. For younger 

E&C companies, there were some clear lessons 

taken away from the Great Recession that can 

now be applied to the current environment. And 

while every downturn comes with its own set 

of nuances, there are some commonalities that 

they all share.

In this article, we take a retrospective look at 

what occurred during the last major downturn 

and share key takeaways from our recent research 

that all E&C companies can be using to find 

their way through the current turmoil.

http://lp.fminet.com/Leading-Through-Business-Cycles.html
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5 Ways to Beat the Odds
Today we find ourselves at a turning point in 

the market. Based on what we know about the 

Great Recession and how it caught many com-

panies off guard with its swift and lengthy eco-

nomic downturn, there’s no excuse not to start 

preparing, given current events; and as these 

events unfold, more surprises are to be expect-

ed. Here are five things you can be doing right 

now to build a more resilient organization:

1. Build deep relationships with clients 

and project partners 

During the Great Recession, many 

companies learned the value of deep, 

authentic client relationships. Today the 

same companies use these strategies to 

stay relevant during any business 

conditions:

 � Engage seller-doers. Have seller-do-

ers build a list of contacts that they 

want to keep in touch with and 

develop a strategy for following up 

with clients.

 � Build client management skills. 

Create programs and opportunities to 

educate your people on “how to 

behave in a recession,” with a focus 

on estimators with project selection, 

field managers with scope manage-

ment, and project managers with 

cash management. Considering 

where and how to invest through the 

lens of your customer needs can be a 

powerful filter to use when making 

investment decisions.

 � Don’t go it alone. Make sure that 

you are finding ways to “zipper in” 

your next generation. Encouraging 

interaction up and down the organi-

zation will not only increase younger 

people’s presence with clients but 

also offer them an inside track and 

build a foundation for collaboration 

among future leaders.

 � Reward and call out client success. 

Find ways to highlight strong client 

relationships, rewarding talent who 

go above and beyond in building 

those relationships. 

2. Focus on diversification 

A well-known strategy for thriving and 

surviving in a cyclical market, diversifi-

cation was often cited by research 

participants as key to weathering the 

recession. While some companies opted 

to diversify into different geographies, 

others saw the need to diversify into 

private and public work where they had 

previous experience in either market. Be 

forewarned: Not all diversification 

approaches are created equally. Here’s 

how to infuse them with intentionality:

 � Diversify your risks. Go beyond 

diversifying segments, geographies or 

services by also asking yourself how 

these various settings respond to a 

recession. Diversifying in two 

geographies with similar economies 

could negate the positive effects of 

diversification.

 � Find a unique way to outperform 

the competition. When companies 

enter a new market, they are like the 

new kid on the block of established 

competitors. Develop a solid foot-

hold by setting up strategic relation-

ships, offering a unique service or 

promoting a strong pedigree of 

projects that local players lack. 

Acquisitions can also be an option to 

offset the cost of organic growth.
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 � Take an investment mindset. 

Entering a new territory rarely 

generates overnight success. View 

this as a long-term investment, 

diversify when the market is still 

strong, and take an honest look at 

your ability to compete in this new 

environment. 

3. Streamline your operations 

Lean times call for agile operations that 

helped one construction firm stay ahead 

of the curve in researching and imple-

menting lean construction concepts for 

several years. As the company’s processes 

and project management evolved, all staff 

worked with clients and partners (e.g., 

subcontractors, architects and engineers) 

to build awareness around lean approach-

es to collaborative building. “Waste in the 

construction industry has been talked 

about for decades. We are firm believers 

in lean construction, and clients who 

have participated say it has rewritten how 

they look at the construction process,” 

stated one executive. 

 

After the last downturn, some E&C lead-

ers admitted that the frenzy of the 

recession increased their focus on getting 

any and all jobs possible, regardless of 

whether those projects were a good fit.

4. Invest in your people 

We often hear leaders talk about cuts 

they’ve had to make in bad times, 

particularly around people development 

and talent management. Some variation 

of “learning and development efforts are 

nice to have but are something we 

simply can’t afford in tough times” is a 

common refrain in the industry. We saw 

many leaders adopt this mindset during 

the Great Recession, downsizing their 

workforces considerably and reducing 

expenses in all aspects of talent 

management. 

 

Businesses that kept their best people 

compete more effectively today. The 

deep labor cuts from the Great Recession 

still haunt the Built Environment today. 

Our latest AGC/FMI Risk Survey showed 

that for the third year in a row, lack of 

qualified talent was the top risk for study 

participants, with the limited supply of 

skilled craftworkers being the biggest 

challenge for 80% of respondents. The 

limited supply of field supervisors 

became the second most critical risk 

(44%) and reflects the ongoing 

demographic shift of baby boomers 

cycling out of the industry. 

5. Create a transparent, collaborative 

culture 

Leadership in a crisis often looks like a 

stoic figure, ever in control of the 

situation and knowing the right thing to 

do. Leadership is also expected to say 

the “right things” to reassure others and 

ward off chaos. For many executives, 

this leadership style is hard-wired. When 

things started going haywire, the first 

reflex was to protect people by not 

https://www.fminet.com/the-2019-agc-fmi-risk-management-survey-executive-summary/
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telling them everything and instead 

fixing things behind the scenes and 

acting decisively in solitude.  

 

These leaders have since learned that 

transparency and open communication 

are better approaches. In some cases, this 

means having the courage to be painfully 

honest, admitting to mistakes and leading 

by example. For example, Scott Peterson, 

CEO of Interstates, explains his learning 

experience, going from the stoic leader to 

an authentic one and equipping leaders 

downstream with transparent informa-

tion: “The first time [we faced a down-

turn], our instinct was to protect our 

people. We were telling them, ‘every-

thing’s OK, don’t worry about it,’ and we 

tried to solve it all behind the scenes.” 

This time around, Peterson shared the 

tough information openly with his team. 

“It built credibility and brought them 

along with us. They now had the 

opportunity to come with ideas to save 

overhead or bring a new offering or client 

lead forward. With all the information, it 

put them in a better position to help the 

company they know and care about get 

through a tough situation.” 

 

John Cannito, president of PENTA 

Building Group, Las Vegas, says a 

willingness to immediately confront hard 

facts as the virus began to spread has 

helped his firm adjust to its impact. “We 

made some decisions during the Great 

Recession that we should’ve addressed 

earlier,” he admits. “This time, respond-

ing to the virus and keeping the business 

on track has been easier to deal with 

because we’d already put leadership and 

planning mechanisms into place.”2 
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Utilization of strategy and vision leadership behaviors            Overall effectiveness as leaders

Increased investment in strategy Did nothing or decreased investment in strategy

Strategic Investment and Behaviors
During The Recession

Source: 2020 FMI Leadership & Strategy Survey

2 Ibid.
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Put Your Feet on the Ground
As E&C companies develop their business strat-

egies for the remainder of 2020 and look ahead 

to 2021, new issues like the trade wars, the 

coronavirus, the upcoming presidential election 

and other uncertainties are all sure to play a role 

in the Built Environment. During ambiguous 

and volatile times, staying true to your compa-

ny’s vision and core values is critical.

It’s also important to keep a close eye on your 

ever-evolving business context, while deciding 

how best to respond and act on those choices. 

Now is not the time to panic but instead to be 

proactive and keep a pulse on key factors influ-

encing your business environment. Then, mon-

itor those external and internal dynamics on an 

ongoing basis to help solidify your firm’s position 

in the market today and well into the future.

Sabine Hoover is FMI’s content director and is responsible for 

leading content and research initiatives across the organization to 

drive thought leadership and promote industry engagement. She 

is also the chief editor for FMI’s flagship publication, the “FMI 

Quarterly.” She may be reached via email at shoover@fminet.com.

mailto:shoover@fminet.com


Exclusively Focused on the Built Environment

FMI is a leading consulting and investment banking firm dedicated 
exclusively to the Built Environment.

We serve the industry as a trusted advisor. More than six decades of context, 
connections and insights lead to transformational outcomes for our clients and the industry.

Who We Are

FMI Consulting has a deeper understanding 
of the built environment and the leading firms 
across its value chain than any other consult-
ing firm. We know what drives value. We 
leverage decades of industry-focused expertise 
to advise on strategy, leadership & organiza-
tional development, operational performance 
and technology & innovation.

FMI Capital Advisors, a subsidiary of FMI 
Corporation, is a leading investment banking 
firm exclusively serving the Built Environ-
ment. With more than 750 completed M&A 
transactions, our industry focus enables us to 
maximize value for our clients through our 
deep market knowledge, strong technical ex-
pertise and unparalleled network of industry 
relationships.

PRACTICE AREAS

Strategy
 � Market Research
 � Market Strategy
 � Business Development
 � Strategic Planning

Leadership & Organizational 
Development

 � Leadership & Talent Development
 � Succession Management
 � High-performing Teams
 � Corporate Governance
 � Executive Coaching

Performance
 � Operational Excellence
 � Risk Management
 � Compensation
 � Peer Groups

Technology & Innovation
 � Market Accelerator
 � Partner Program
 � Tech Readiness Assessment
 � Sourcing & Adoption

SECTOR EXPERTISE

 � Architecture, Engineering & Environ-
mental

 � Building Products
 � Chemicals
 � Construction Materials
 � Contractors
 � Energy Service & Equipment
 � Energy Solutions & Cleantech
 � Utility Transmission & Distribution

SERVICES

 � M&A Advisory
 � ESOP Advisory
 � Valuations
 � Ownership Transfer

EXECUTIVE EDUCATION

 � Acquisitions in the Construction 
Industry

 � Ownership Transfer & Management 
Succession

FMI CLIENT HIGHLIGHTS



TRAINING PROGRAMS

Over 10,000 industry leaders have completed 
FMI training programs, which span the entire 
management spectrum, from new managers to 
senior executives.

 � Emerging Managers Institute
 � Field Leader Institute
 � Project Manager Academy
 � Construction Executive Program
 � Leadership Institute
 � Leading Operational Excellence
 � Construction Selling Skills
 � Market & Selling Strategies
 � Ownership Transfer &  Management 

Succession
 � Acquisitions in the Construction 

Industry

FMI PEER GROUPS

FMI manages nearly 50 individual peer groups 
across the industry. Connecting businesses 
through networking, expanding visions and 
providing feedback.

 � Organizational Structure  
and Development

 � Human Resources
 � Business Development
 � Information Technology
 � Operations Management
 � Financial Management

FMI CLIENT HIGHLIGHTS
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Raleigh (headquarters) 
223 S. West Street
Suite 1200
Raleigh, NC 27603
919.787.8400

Tampa
4300 W. Cypress Street
Suite 950
Tampa, FL 33607
813.636.1364

Houston
1301 McKinney Street
Suite 2000
Houston, TX 77010
713.936.5400

Phoenix 
7639 East Pinnacle Peak Road
Suite 100
Scottsdale, AZ 85255
602.381.8108

Denver
210 University Boulevard
Suite 800
Denver, CO 80206
303.377.4740
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